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Introduction 

Traditional Orochen handicrafts such as skin tanning, birch bark bowl production still 

play a very important role for life in the taiga. These skills are also common among local 

people living in Northern villages of the Tungokochen district in the Chita region. Self-

made gear from specially tanned skin became even more important after the collapse of 

Soviet system, when many market goods such as canvas, cordage, became in shortly 

supply in the taiga; or it became very expensive. The stark Zabaikal’e environmental 

conditions require special dress and footwear in hunting and herding activities. Leather 

footwear is still widely used in everyday activities by all village and even city people in 

Zabaikal’e in winter time.  

 

Almost all adult Orochen I met regardless of sex or social role know how to make birch 

bark bowls and how to tan skins. Though some people do not tan skin living in bigger 

villages, they still know all process well. This activity was observed in their childhood in 

reindeer herders’ camps. The persistence of knowledge of handicrafts can be also 

observed in the Orochen ability to resurrect skin tanning knowledge from memory and 

                                                 
1 This field research, and the time to write it up, was supported by grants from the Baikal Archaeology 
Project (SSHRCC MCRI 2000-1000), the Wenner Gren Foundation (Dissertation fieldwork grant 7260), 
The School of Social Sciences (University of Aberdeen), and The Committee for Central and Inner Asia 
(University of Cambridge) 
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perform it as soon as other materials in the household become in short supply.2 Though, 

today taiga hunters mostly use cotton and wool clothes, known as prisoners’ clothing 

“fufaika”, they still use self- made skin pants or jackets when the temperature drops 

bellow -45. C. Most often,  every hunter learns how to make footwear.  

 

My report represents local knowledge and tradition of local handicrafts such as skin 

tanning, birch bark use as well as blacksmithing. My paper aims to represent the skin 

tanning process in detail.  Though each person has his own knowledge and experience in 

skin tanning, there are some patterns of skin tanning that can be attributed as special to 

this region. There are specific sub-products used for tanning, original tools as well as 

attitudes toward skin smoking. Ethnographical data has been gathered through 

observation as well as personal involvement a variety of activities that relate to 

handicrafts among hunters and herders in the northern part of Chita region and the 

Buriatiia Republic. 

 

The Buckskin process in Tungokochen district 

Orochen handmade leather (O. manivcha, R. polovinka) is a soft, porous material that is 

produced from animal skin with the aid of the liver of wild animals, physical 

manipulations and rotten wood smoke. It can be made from any ungulate animal as deer, 

elk, moose, roe deer and musk deer. Such leather has qualities of fabric as well as 

qualities of factory made leather. It is light, warm, strong, durable, breathable as well as 

soft and washable. Such leather is called buckskin in this report.  

 

                                                 
2 I was told that at the time of Second World War Orochen hunters and herders had a huge lack of cotton 
material in taiga. Orochen used to produce musk-deer skin, which was cotton like for underwear production.  
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The best Orochen handicrafts master Tamara Naikanchina (65 years old) from 

Tungokochen village told me, that she was never taught skin tanning by her mother. 

Tamara was  medical school student in Krasnoiarsk of and when she got retired from her 

job she started sewing special shoe untakar (locally known as R. unty) and Orochen fur 

rug called muruko (R. kumalan). As Tamara told me, her mother never had a chance to 

teach this task:  “my mother never had time to teach us, so we learned by observation and 

trying to imitate her work”. There is no sex division in skin tanning; therefore it is always 

done by both genders. However, some work, such as moose buckskin tanning, was often 

done by males, while skin softening was mostly preformed by children’s or females by 

hands. Today, children are being taught skin tanning and crafts in special classes in 

Evenki cultural centers (Bagdarin, Usugli). Every family has its own scrapers for skin 

processing as well as special tool for skin softening. Most of these tools are being made 

by Orochen blacksmiths or are inherited as family heritage. Any stage of skin tanning 

(except smoking) can be performed at any season of the year. However, skin tanning most 

actively performed in summer and autumn when weather conditions are the best for 

tanning and hunters and herders have most of their free time since herding requires less 

attention. Additionally, summer and autumn skins fit the best for buckskin production.  

Autumn hides are used to produce buckskin for footwear. Such hides are tanned in 

autumn before fur animal hunting season.  

 

Skinning 

Skinning of ungulates can be done on the ground covered with green sprays in warm 

period of the year, however smaller animal can be hung on a tree, head down, and then 

skinned. Usually, initial cuts are made and the skin is then pulled off. Roe deer and rabbit 

are hung from the legs, head down; legs are usually cut and pierced with a branch.  
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Hunters skin carefully, using a big knife about 30 cm long, leaving no meat on skin and 

usually managing to avoid cuts. Animal skin (skin with fur- O. itaksa, without fur-O. 

nanda) that it is expected to be sold, or used for gear or clothing, must be cut carefully 

leaving no flesh on it and without many holes. For production of clothing and shoes skins 

of moose are mostly used, as well as reindeer, wild reindeer, elk and musk deer. For 

production of mattresses, skins of reindeer, wild deer, bear and wild boar are often used.  

It’s important to note that Orochen pay attention to the season the skin is cut off from 

animals. Skin taken in winter is very thick and resilient, and fits very well for the 

production of footwear, bags, straps, and jackets. Autumn skin is thickest and most 

durable; because hormones produced during the rutting season change it consistency. 

Such skin also is best for straps and bags and shoe soles. Spring skin is spongy; it is the 

best for the production of clothing such as pants or even gloves. Summer skin is thinnest, 

there are lots of empty cushions, and, therefore, it is used for the production of clothing.  

 

Drying the skin (O. olgida) 

Skin is dried after it is fleshed; it is usually stretched and attached with pins, to the ground 

along its perimeter in summer time.  Usually, sticks of chopped wood (O. ivalda) are used  

in winter time. It can be also stretched on the frame of 

reindeer coral (O. kure), or it is stretched on the wall of 

a hut and nailed any time of the year. I have never seen 

Orochen use cord for stretching; since cord is expensive 

and a valuable material. As soon as skin is skinned off 

from flesh of the animal, it is fleshed and usually 

stretched on specially made racks (O. itaksa lokovun) 

and left to dry. Indeed, the most popular practice among 

 
Drying moose leg skin (kamus) 

stretched with ivalda. 
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the Orochen of Tungokochen is to stretch the skin with                                          

chopped wood sticks (O. ivalda). I have seen that even bear skin was stretched using 

ivalda.  

 

Storing (O. guladeran) 

The storing of hides is usually done under optimum conditions on special covered 

platform (O. gula, R. labaz). In gula, the skin is protected from moisture to avoid rotting, 

as well as mice, dogs, ermines or 

bears. The skin can be frozen and 

dried in winter time or scraped and 

dried in summer time. It is 

important that skins be specially 

processed in order to be stored for 

longer periods. Hunters say that 

winter skin looses its quality if it is frozen just after it is taken off.  It is important to hair 

the skin and grain to have good quality of winter skin. Otherwise, hunters say, that the 

excess of water in the skin will break all the fibers. Hunters often do initial processing 

(usually in summer and autumn) to store skins for a longer period in labaz. Skin is 

scraped, fleshed, as well as oiled, initially softened and smoked. Such skin can be stored 

in the storehouse (R. labaz, O. gula) for many decades. 

Storing hides on platform in autumn camp.

Tools used for skin processing 

The u- short scraper, a bent tool good for 

fleshing is used for cutting the hair and 

epidermis (similar to chiuchiun). The 

chiuchiun- scraper, with a straight head, with 
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teeth for skin smoothening. It removes flesh leftovers and dry wet skin (since the skin gets 

warm because of friction) Chuchun helps to stretch the skin and makes it softer before 

final softening by hands starts 

The chiuchiun can be often used to press or hold the 

skin when leg skin or is being cut. The chiuchiuvun 

tool, it is either a chiuchiun with a rope or a special 

bent tool, made from an iron bed leg. Hunters often 

tie a rope to their feet and with its pressure do a 

softer skin, which is hung up. The talki tool, made 

from larch, is used to soften skin, and it can be of t

types: short, about 1 meter, for kamus softening and 

about 2 meters long for moose skin softening. The 

kedera tool, made from a scythe (R.litovka), is good 

           

wo 

 

                          for leaning the skin from leftovers of flesh or liver, 

 with 

e hair (O. ismi) 

ound, being pressed with the ankle, and it is usually cut with 

one using the u scraper in the same way as hair cutting. It is 

between 

                     
Kolia Aruneev softening skin with 

chiuchiuvun. 

which was used for oiling hide. The ongnachevun, a wooden tool, made for skin 

softening, of “u” letter form, is adapted for skin softening, while pressing the skin

the ankle. 

Cutting th

Hair is cut off the skin on gr

u, the hair cut together with the epidermis. If the skin is still wet, it can be shaved with a 

knife or a specially made tool from a scythe, called kedera.  

Fleshing (O. umi) 

Fleshing is usually d

important to cut flesh and fat from skin. It is also important to cut the web that is 
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the meat and skin. If the web is not removed, the oils that are in a liver will not penetrate 

the skin fibers properly. 

 

Penetrating the fat into skin (O. imuda) 

The skin is supplied with any kind of fat (inner fat of moose, reindeer, elk and etc.); also it 

can be vegetable oil, but, as many hunters say, - and bear fat is not very good for skin 

processing.  Fat penetration into the skin has many functions: the skin becomes 

waterproof. The skin can be softened even dry, it becomes elastic and will not break. 

Finally fat allows the smoke/pitch to stick better to the hide.  

 

Softening with talki (O. talkida) 

If the skin is big and quite thick, then Orochen put wet moss on skin and leave it outside 

for a night to let it get wet with the dew before softening with talki. The skin is usually 

rolled into scroll. Skin softening can be start with a huge talki the next day. Skin must be  

softened until it gets 

dry; or it is softened 

until it becomes soft 

enough. At this stage, 

the skin can be 

smoked, softened with 

hands and already 

used for amchiury 

production,                                                    but if it is needed to 

produce clothing or a much more spongy material, then it needs to continue to be 

processing skin with liver. 

Elk skin softening with talki tool in Tungokochen village 
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Smoking (O. utorida, nuchitmi) 

Orochen of Tungokochen (Chita region) and Baunt districts (Buriatia republic) usually 

erect a small, tipi-like building, called utoreun used for skin smoking. The carcass of this 

building is made from larch poles and the 

poles are covered with skins. All of that is 

covered with a second layer of canvass.  The 

warm dense smoke penetrates through the 

thinner areas of skin. The skin is also inverted. 

Inside the utoreun there is usually hole dug, or 

a tin bucket is put, filled with a red larch wood 

(O. ilty R. truha) for the smoking. Nadia 

Kopylova from Ust’ Karenga village gather 

red colored wood in taiga in summer time, she 

searches for wood damaged with a special 

fungus. Such rotten larch wood, rich in pitch,  

                                                                     is usually very good for smoking. As the  

                                                                      Orochen elder reindeer herder, Nadia 

Kopylova told me, she usually smoked her skins in summer time. She told me that 

smoking is one of the most important part in skin production. Therefore, Nadia pays a 

special attention to this activity and usually smokes the skin for 10-20 days. She stacks 

the bucket, fires it, and brings it inside the utoreun. Since she leads a semi- nomadic life, 

the utoreun is built in the backyard of her house in the village. She starts smoking usually 

in morning and evening, when weather is humid, since humid weather gives the best 

result for the pitch to stick the skin. Rotten red larch wood produces a long lasting smoke 

Utoreun-smoking chum in Ust Karenga 
village 
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rich in a pitch. Wood must smoke but not heat skin. Smoke gives also a darker color to 

the skin. It can turn the skin to yellow or even brown. After this process skin can be stored 

for a long time. The skin becomes resistant to water and humid conditions and even after 

it gets wet, it retains the same structure and does not get tough. According to herder Kolia 

Aruneev, when skins are smoked there must be special attention showed toward ill 

reindeer. Such smoke, according to him, has many poisonous elements that will prevent 

reindeer from healing. Therefore skin is not smoked in spring when reindeer is more 

vulnerable and exhausted after long winter and procreation.  

 

Smoking gives an extra quality to the skin. If unsmoked skin gets wet it will shrink and 

dry hard. But if oil of liver penetrates with loosely woven smoke, the pitch will 

waterproof the fibers. The skin itself is not waterproofed, but the skin will dry soft, since 

individual fibers will not let water to get into it and glue in threads will not take effect. 

Smoking of skins also protects them from rotting and kills any bacteria in it.  

Tanning with liver and milk (O. umida, munugikta) 

The dermis of the skin composed of a millions of threads that contain glue. Tanning with 

liver can give extra quality to the skin. Oils from liver penetrate completely through the 

dermis to coat all of the threads. If it is used milk, then bacteria in the milk destroy mucus 

which contains glue. Such coating will help inhibit the fiber glue from locking the fibers 

to one another as they dry. The mixture that is applied to the skin is usually prepared from 

moose liver and milk (reindeer or cow). Moose liver is not consumed often by hunters as 

food, since it is thought by many hunters that a special worm resides in it. Milk and 

minced liver is usually left for a couple of days until it starts ruined and smell badly. Such 

mixture is applied on to skin and left for few more days for reindeer, elk or stir skin and 

three days for moose skin. As soon as the fibers get dry, their glue causes them to adhere 
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to one another and create a hard sheet known as rawhide. To prevent this, the skin must be 

smoked as well as soaked with oil. Physical manipulation will do the rest. 

Liver removing with kedera (O. niuldiran)  

As soon as liver tanning is finished Orochen put the skin on a larch beam (O. niulivun) 

with two legs or leaned it against a tree. Liver is cleaned from the skin using the special 

tool kedera. 

Work done with chiuchiun tool (O. chiuchiunda, chuchiulochit) 

Processing skin with chiuchiun affects the skin in many ways. It removes leftovers of 

liver; it dries the skin as well as stretches it. People use both their hands during the 

process with the chiuchiun to stretch the skin.  

Softening (O. manidiami)  

Softening must be done until the skin gets dry. It is the most exciting part of the tanning 

member this process as part of long evening 

activities in the herders’ camp. Orochen usually do 

the softening skins with their hands. Herder and 

hunter Gena Dushinov, who spent all his 

childhood in reindeer herders’ camp, remembers it 

as an everyday obligation given by parents, 

tantamount to punishment. Softening was o

done by groups of people. Big families used to 

pass the skin around the tent handing it to eac

person inside. Softening by hand, hunters say, 

requires the most patient and physical effort; 

however, this process is usually done by women 

process. Most children and teenagers re

ften 

h 

and children, while cutting flesh or dehairing is often done by adult males.  
Olga Zhumaneeva is softening kamus 

softening with talki and hands. 
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Softening the skin helps to move the fibers so that they will not be able to lock to one 

another. Softening must be done until the skin gets dry. Orochen say that softening is a 

g 

 girda)  

here are two types of handmade footwear that are adapted for a harsh environment. Unty 

 tanning and sewing 

 

le 

 

 skins (O. kamus) taken from legs of reindeer, wild 

indeer and moose cut off in autumn-winter. About 6-8 kamus goes for unty production, 

In 

very sensory skill since one must feel the skin well and know how to move it dependin

on the thickness and softness of different pats of the skin.  

 

Cutting skin for hunting, herding and camping gear (O.

T

and Omchiury both can be used by taiga and village people. Leather

shoes for hunting has the same importance among all the people in a village despite of 

their nationality. Omchiury can be made from buckskin of moose, sometimes reindeer, 

and very rarely elk. Orochen say that elk skin is a cold one. Unty,- the shoe made from 

skins taken from leg (O. oso) of moose, reindeer (locally called kamus) are very popular

among the people of villages and cities of Zabaikal’e for wearing in cities and villages, 

while footwear made from buckskin are one of the attributes which has become 

irreplaceable among all people that visit the taiga in winter. Moose kamus is used for ma

unty production, while reindeer or elk kamus is used for female and children unty

production. However, elk buckskin and kamus is considered as the least warm skin 

compared to other animals’ skins.  

 

The high market value usually have

re

these skins are also left with hair and usually are very well softened, oiled and smoked. 

some cases, they go through liver-tanning. Production of unty takes about 2-3 days and 

 in the final stage they are hand made and attached to a sole made from modern materials. 

Such footwear costs up to 3000 rubles in villages and up to 5000 rubles in cities. Some 
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old style unty are without the modern sole and are attached with a leather sole, produced 

from de-haired male moose skin (from area of neck) cut off in autumn. Such neck skin 

taken in autumn, during rutting time of moose is the most thick, solid and tough. Neck 

skin (O. kukuio) is also being used for whipping and straps. The neck is taken usually 

 as sock and the strap is made fro

circular cutting. Kamus producti

m 

on 

, so 

  

Zhumaneeva, that lives in a reindeer herders’ camp, al ssing it 

ne 

 

ade from buckskin, that are 

           

 

Autumn buckskin is used for knife cases (O.  unoki), reinde

odpruga), curb (O. usi, a top elts 

for unty goes through fleshing, 

oiling, softening and smoking, 

sometimes it is tanned by liver, 

while buckskin for the footwear

called omchiury often take 

much longer processing. Olia 

so smokes kamus after proce

                                                                                     

with liver, just after the skin is softened with talki. Sewing of omchiury and unty is do

with sinew of moose and 

reindeer, mainly by older 

Orochen. Other shoes are 

sewed with cotton threads.

 

There are many other items, 

m

important in everyday use in 

reindeer herders’ camp. 

er-lead (O. tynaptyl, R. 

p ), case of axe (O. ku), patrontage (O. tauseruk), b

Unty (with sole and without sole) and muruko. Made by 
Tamara Naikanchina from Tungokochen village 

           
Muruko made by Nadia Kopylova-Taskerova  from Ust Karenga 

village 

 R. uzd
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(O. buso), as well as special belts for squirrel fur called (O. chipka R. busoruga). Sk

bags (O. potol) are used for transportation of meat and other camping gear by reindeer or 

horse. Some of poto are made from kamus (O. oso) other are made from moose skin wi

left epidermis. All the above mentioned camp stuff is usually made from fleshed and 

dehaired skin that is softened and smoked. Fleshed skins with hair of ungulates also play a

very important role as mattress (O. girkovun) in the tent or hut. Light reindeer skin (O

boiuksu) is most humidity proof and warm and serves as a mattress in autumn, spring and 

summer, while bear skin (O. amikaksa) is mostly used as mattress in winter time, since it 

is believed that it is the warmest and softest. Skin also can be used as covering (O. sun). 

Special rug muruko (R. kumalan) made from winter scalp is used to cover reindeer or 

decorate the tent and has a great value as presence (O. dori).  Orochen females usually 

produce muruko in summer.  Nowadays Muruko plays an important role in representin

Orochen handcrafts culture.   

 

in 

th 

 

. 

g 

It is important to state that skins for mattresses and 

verings are always left with hair on it, and usually 

l 

r 

ry. 

co

just cleaned of flesh. Hunters mostly use cotton woo

clothing in winter time. Every hunter walks on foot a 

lot even though he uses reindeer in the hunt because 

of special humpy and stony environment. Therefore, 

fur clothes play important role just in the coldest 

period of year (end December- end January). Then 

hunters can wear buckskin pants (O. urki), long 

leggings with attached sole (O. aremus), roe deer fu

ts (O. mukulmi) as well as shoes unty and omchiujacket (O. kaidak), reindeer fur jacke
Urki- winter wear made by reinder 

herders Iura Aruneev (skin tanning) and 
Olga Zhumaneeva (sewing). 
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All clothing, gloves (O. kokolda) and shoe are made with all seams inside out, while t

former have the hair side on the outside. When footwear is finished the seams will 

be visible. Cap (O. aun) is usually made from fur of rabbit, squirrel, feet of musk deer, 

and new born reindeer (R.  pizhik). 

 

Today is

he 

hardly 

 a luxury to have buckskin chum. Mostly canvas chum, tent or log hut are used 

y reindeer herders and hunters to dwell in taiga. Canvas chum is used today in Northern 

 

ia): 

earing of skin stuff has some special rules. Hence, the snow is always cleaned from 

 tent or hut, since snow can melt and make 

 in 

fore, 

l 

b

parts of Chita and Buriatia Republic. Buckskin chum were made from skin of wild 

reindeer (O. mongotu), elk (O. buhun) and moose (O. boiun). Orochen had to collect up to

15-20 hides for such chum. There were two parts to the chum (O. diu, diukia, diukch

the upper part was called unakan and the lower is unavi. Both of these layers had two 

parts. The chum was well smoked and therefore waterproofed.   

 

Wearing (dyrkucharkal, totydioderko) 

W

shoe and other clothing when entering to

wearing wet. If omchiury gets wet, it is never being dried next to fire. People usually 

leave it outside on cold weather or bring and hang into corner of tent. It is usually dry

the morning. Omchiury are often softened with hand after it dry, while sole is being 

bruised by knife that it would be not that slippery. Stitches of shoe are often soiled with 

larch gum.  Orochen also do not mind to fix their footwear putting on  patches. There

winter evenings are often spent not only for skinning fur animals but also fixing tools. Al

other buckskin wear is often airing hung on trees, tripods racks (O. lokovun) or coral.  
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Buckskin tanning technologies 

Nikolaj Dimitrov 

(Bugunda) 

1. Hair cutting 

with knife (koto) 

or kedera (skin 

must be wet skin) 

2. Fleshed and 

epidemis cut with 

U 

3. Getting wet 

with moss 

4. Softening with 

ongnachevun 

5. Smoking 

6. Putting on 

liver mixed with 

water and leaving 

for couple days. 

Liver and milk 

must be 

fermented. 

7. Taking liver 

off with kedera 

8. Softening with 

hands 

 

Marija 

Fiodorovna 

Taskerova (Ust 

Karenga) 

1. Hair and 

epidermis cut 

with U  

2. Oiled with fat 

(imuda) or 

vegetable oil  

(bobo) 

3. Smoking 

4. Softening with 

talki  

5. Tanning with a 

mixture of boiled 

liver and milk 

(yoghurt). Liver 

must be smashed. 

6. Processing 

with chiuchiun 

7. Processing 

with kedera 

8. Softening with 

hands 

(R. kamus) or 

with talki if 

moose skin 

Nikolaj Jakovlevich 

Aruneev 

(Tungokochen) 

1.Cutting hair with 

knife (wet skin) 

2. Cutting flesh and 

epidermis 

3. Putting fat on to be 

softer 

4. Softening with talki 

5. Smoking 

6. Penetrating with 

vinegar and flour. (can 

be used soap) 

7. Softening with hands 

and chiuchiun 

 

 

Tamara 

Mikhailovna 

Malchiakitova  

(Amur district) 

1. Cutting hair 

and epidermis 

with skrebok 

2. Cutting flesh 

with skrebok 

3. Putting fat on 

to be softer 

4. Softening with 

talki 

5. Penetration of  

smashed brains 

(leaving skin for a 

night bundled and 

pressed). 

6. Softening with 

hands till get dry 

7. Smoking 
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Skin processing timing 

Autumn moose (male) skin production for omchiury sole (Aleksei Jakovlevich’ Aruneev 

from Tungokochen village). 

Graining and cutting flesh from moose skin (half) 

with U tool 

52 min 

Skin is oiled with vegetable oil 14 min 

Skin softened (half of moose skin)  with talki 1h 20 min 

Moose liver was smashed mixed with water and left 

for decaying 

3 days and nights 

Liver removing with kedera 55 minutes 

Softening  with talki until it gets dry 33 minutes 

Smoking Up to two weeks, smoking in 

morning and evening 

Final softening  with talki 26 minutes 

Softening with hands 3 hours 

 

Unty production by Tamara Naikanchina- 4 kamus 

Taking flesh off from kamus 1 day (3-4 h) 

Drying kamus 3-4 days 

Putting oil on kamus and softening with 

talki 

1  day 

Getting kamus wet with moss 1 night 

Softening with hands 2-3 days (3-4hours) 

Cutting kamus for unty shape 1 evening 3-4 hours 

Sewing (uldida) 1 day 

Sewing unty ornaments 4 hours 
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Sinew production (O. tomkiderian, chivadiam Baunt):  

Orochen use reindeer, moose, red deer sinew in thread production. Moose sinew is 

thickest; however, it is believed that sinew of wild or domesticated reindeer is the best for 

thin and strong sinew threads. It is also better to process such sinew. Just back sinew is 

used for threads (O. sumul) making. As soon as the animal is skinned, sinew with flesh 

(O. sikde) is cut from the back of the animal. There is a hole made under the back sinew, 

sinews are tied, and, with a strong push they are torn away from animal’s back. Sinews 

are cleaned from meat and fat and left until dry. Sinew can be made at any time of gear 

production or fixing. It takes up to 5-15 minutes to soften and split sinew and produce a 

long thread. Then sinews are split into many threads by working with the sinew back and 

forth. Sometimes it is moistened first.  Four threads are taken for sinew thread final 

production. I saw older people moistened threads by pulling them between lips.  Two 

couples (2 each) of threads are adjusting by wrapping them on hip. These two are united 

and wrapped again but in a different direction. Elder Orochen say that sinew threads are 

much stronger and durable than modern day threads. They do not rot and often cover an 

entire hole in buckskin, making gear waterproof. Smoking of footwear enhances qualities 

of sinew, since sinew, Kolia Dimitrov from Bugunda village say, “sinew grows up with a 

skin”. 

 

It is important to state that formerly Orochen used to pay attention to the skin they sewed. 

Hence, moose skin was sewed with moose sinews while red deer skin with a red deer 

sinews. Reindeer herders and hunters knew very well that skin as well as sinew of the 

same animal has same characteristics, therefore it expands equally remaining waterproof.  
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Birch bark (O. talu) 

Birch bark is a light, durable, elastic material which is prepared in spring and autumn 

when there is active circulation of tree juice. Such birch bark can be easily separated from 

the steam of tree. A longitudinal tree cut is made with a knife. Then the bark sheet pried 

away with a stick. It is usually rolled up and then brought to camp. Different kinds of 

birch baskets were made for caring and storing purposes. Often a basket has a doubled 

layer, to make it more durable; such two layers are put in a way that does not match the                    

structure of the birch. There bark is                            

healed when a bowl is being made; 

bark can be also oiled or can be 

tempered with animal fat. Orochen 

can use full thickness of the bark 

but sometimes will also make it 

thinner removing the white outside               

                      part of bark. Bark is usually boiled 

for 6 hours, adding ash (R. zola) to the water. Bowls are sewn with sinew threads often 

adding parts of wood ticks to the construction of bowls. Craft-makers make handles as 

well.  There is a vast variety of birch bark bowls used for special need. All of them have a 

special qualities and particular technology and uses. Hence there is a special bowl for 

gathering (beating of) frozen berries (O. guiavun) as well as special bowl to contain them, 

called kabichin. There is a special bowl made to carry bread (O. kiltera) so called tysa, 

while konikan is a container for reindeer milk and butter. Orochen also use birch bark 

bowls (O. chiuman) and cups (O. kukgil)  as daily round kitchen gear.  

Kabichin  made by Maksim Taskerov  from Ust 
Karenga village. 
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Also made are bags for transportation of food as well as for ritual gear, the called inmok. 

Inmok very often is covered with a kamus that makes such bag even more durable and 

waterproof. I have seen bags Orochen say they have been using for more than 30 years. 

Even such tools as needles have their own birch bark containers known as asa.  

 

Birch bark can be used in many other ways. It is often used to cover special meat platform 

delken. It was also used to cover chum (O. diukiia), such birch bark diukiia was called so 

called tyksaptyr- birch chum. Elder Ania Semirekonova from Mongoi village told me that 

Orochen used to travel to a birch forest and built there camp in spring (May). About 5-8 

reindeer were used to transport birch bark and used to build up camp in birch forest. 

Collected birch bark was boiled for 2-3 days in big kettles with temperature held at almost 

boiling point all the time. Then, the ends of bark pieces were sewed with buckskin and the 

bark was carefully wrapped. Young birch was usually chosen as it is thinner and lighter 

and easier to carry.  When the bark used was peeled, Orochen used to select the white 

surface for cutting. Well-boiled bark is easy to sew; it becomes elastic and will serve up to 

ten years. Covering material had 2-3 rolled parts, each consisting of two other parts.  

 

Some hunting gear today is also made from bark. A very important tool that plays an 

important role in autumn hunting is orevun. It is used to imitate the noise of rutting elk 

male. Another instrument that is made from birch bark is pichavun (R. piskulka), it is also 

used in hunting for imitation of calf of moose or musk deer. 

 

Other camping handcrafts: blacksmithing (O. kadavki, darkan) 

Blacksmithing was known in every camp of reindeer herders. The Taskerov family even 

had a dynasty of professional blacksmiths that used to make tools for all kin. Orochen 
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also believe that kadavki knowledge and power can be transferred from generation to 

generation. I was told many times that grand children of former kadavki often now have 

good abilities to work with iron. As one Ust Karenga Orochen Anna Taskerova told me:, 

one of her relative even fixed a heavy duty car engine without “knowing” it, since he was 

a son of famous kadavki.  Orochen say that iron must be “tamed” by kadavki and then 

spirits come to help. Orocher blacksmiths mostly make their own knifes, repair guns, 

produce skin tanning tools. Usually their tools consist of a small anvil and variety of 

hammers that are usually taken along when migrating. Iron stoves for canvas tents are 

also handmade by local kadavki.  

 

Conclusion 

There is a variety of individual knowledge that relate to handicrafts in Zabaikal’e. 

However, ethnographic research shows that major pattern of skin production can be 

discerned. Production of variety of handcrafts is done by both genders among reindeer 

herders and hunters and it is usually learned through observation and involvement in the 

activity rather than through teaching. Orochen that were never taught, for example, how to 

tan skins, posses some handicraft knowledge from own observation and can easily revive 

and apply it for everyday needs.  

 

Orochen buckskin is a soft porous material that is durable and water resistance. It is made 

from animal skin with aid of application of the liver of wild animals, physical 

manipulations and wood smoke. Though some handcrafts altered in form and appearances 

after European contacts, skin tanning techniques, as well as modes of sewing, remained 

unchanged and widely used in clothing as well as shoe production during entire Soviet 

period. Today, under the influx of low quality Chinese goods to the Zabaikal’e, handmade 
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shoe became a part of the “good brand” that is worn in cities and villages of Zabaikal’e. 

Buckskin use still maintains an important role because of its very special qualities of 

lightness, durability, warmness and breathability. It can not be challenged by any other 

import to Zabaikal’e. Birch bark is being revived as well since it is a cheap, durable and 

breathable material as well as having good conservation qualities to contain food 

products. Today, in the Post-Socialism reality, when everyday goods are of low quality, 

and cash is short, self-made handicraft production, in one or another degree, has became a 

part of the activities of every household in the northern villages and the taiga.  
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